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4   360 COLLECTION

We Are Doing a 360.
 
At Healing Hands, we believe in doing 
things that matter—and that’s why we’re  
on a mission to make the world a little 
better every day. We’re proud of our 
new 360 collection made with recycled 
polyester fabric, which is made from water 
bottles that are shredded, melted, and 
extruded into yarn. The result is an easy 
care fabric that’s strong, wrinkle and fade 
resistant – and sustainable! The fabric is 
knit and woven – creating mixed-media 
garments that are anything but boring. 
When you wear our clothes, you’ll be 
wearing something that was once part of  
a plastic bottle but now has been reborn 
into your new favorite piece of clothing.
 
This collection is our premium athleisure 
line, now made from an innovative 
polyester-spandex stretch fabric blend 
that’s not only light but breathable. Each 
of these scrubs features a diamond weave 
pattern that wicks away moisture and is 
guaranteed to outlast any opponent.  
We make sustainable style easy! 

Left to Right
2286 Sandy Top - Ceil
9156 Naya Pant - Ceil

2285 Skyler Top - Navy
9157 Niko Pant - Navy

2274 Sonia Top - Royal
9152 Nisha Pant - Royal

2381 Spencer Top - Pewter
9172 Nolen Pant - Pewter



Join us in making the world more sustainable. We strive to make our new 360 collection with love and care – for you 
and the planet – so you can feel good about your purchase from Healing Hands.

Comfort. Style. 
Sustainability. 
Consumers want to know that the brands they 
support are socially responsible. They want 
to buy goods from companies that support 
causes that they believe in, and care about.

Our 360 Collection recycled polyester fabric  
is made from millions of recycled plastic 
bottles, which are mixed with new polyester 
to make the fabric. It’s a sustainable way 
of making textiles and keeps plastic out of 
landfills and from clogging our oceans.

Healing Hands’ goal is to lessen the impact on 
the environment by reducing carbon emissions 
and waste. We must look at every aspect of 
our business, including how and where we 
make our products. That’s why we don’t just 
look forward; we look in every direction to 
ensure we have a 360 view of everything we 
do and why we do it.

8 BOTTLES
PER GARMENT

BOTTLES SHREDDED 
INTO FLAKES

FLAKES MELTED 
INTO PELLETS

PELLETS EXTRUDED 
INTO YARN

YARN WOVEN INTO 
360 GARMENT 

We Believe in Doing the Right Thing.
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Sandy Top 2286 
An essential uniform piece 
that will never go out of 
style. The mixed-media 
fabrication features both 
knit and woven fabrics with 
a mandarin collar, boxy fit 
and dolman sleeves for a 
flattering silhouette. 

Naya Pant 9156
Features an athletic 
jogger leg opening, elastic 
waistband and mixed-
media fabrication with 
a diamond weave for a 
perfect fit that moves with 
you. Wear to work or your 
next workout.

Skyler Top 2285  
A sustainable V-neck top  
that’s equal parts stylish 

and eco-conscious. 
The mixed-media 

fabrication creates a 
modern, athletic look that’s 
neutral enough to pair with 
practically anything in your 

working wardrobe.

Niko Pant 9157
A true 360 pant that hugs 
your curves in all the right 

places, the narrow leg 
opening and mixed-media 

fabrication are flattering on 
any body type and from 

every angle.
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Left to Right 
Sonia Top 2274

Make a statement with 
this versatile zip-neck top. 
The heavy stitching adds 
interest to the clean lines 

and tailored silhouette 
for a fresh take on your 

everyday uniform. 

Nisha Pant 9152
Made to move and 

designed to flatter with 
its straight leg opening, 
this pant is crafted from 

sustainable polyester 
with four-way stretch and 

an exclusive diamond 
weave for added comfort 

and durability. 

Carly Jacket 5068
Provides comfort and 

warmth in cold hospitals, or 
while running errands on 
the go. With five pockets 

in all the right places, you 
can carry all your essentials 

comfortably and easily. As 
an added bonus, the full-

length zipper adds an extra 
touch of style.
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Left to Right 
Steven Top 2382
Look and feel like the 
super healthcare hero you 
are. This top is lightweight 
and versatile and features 
a V-neck, three pockets 
and side panels for true 
360 functionality.

Noah Pant 9173
So comfortable, you’ll 
want to wear these pants 
everywhere – to work, to 
the gym, or even while 
running errands. The full 
elastic drawstring waist 
provides a comfortable 
fit, like a best friend that 
never wears out.

Samuel Jacket 5350
Stylish, comfortable and 
good for the environment, 
this bomber-style jacket 
is made from 8 recycled 
plastic bottles. It is 
lightweight, fully-lined and 
features a comfortable fit 
and reflective trim details.

Spencer Top 2381  
This one-pocket, mixed-
media top is made from 

at least 8 recycled water 
bottles and is as moveable, 
breathable and durable as 

the jerseys worn by your 
favorite sports teams.

Nolen Pant 9172
Sturdy and comfortable, 

these will quickly become 
your go-to pair of joggers. 

The sustainable mixed-
media fabric is easy-care 

and comfortable for making 
these a great option for 

everyday work wear.
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Look Good, Feel Great. 
That’s why we created Healing Hands Purple 
Label scrubs—the best-selling collection for 
this reason. Made from a polyester-rayon-
spandex stretch blend that promotes comfort 
and mobility, this innovative fabric creates 
a completely unique user experience that’s 
designed to carry you through your workday.

Our scrubs are breathable, soft, lightweight, 
and wrinkle and fade resistant, which gives 
you the freedom to move quickly and easily 
throughout your day. And because we know 
how much you love this fabric, we’ve made 
sure it’s easy to care for.

So, whether you’re on your feet all day or just 
want something relaxed during downtime 
in between shifts, Purple Label scrubs are 
created with your comfort and convenience 
in mind.

Left to Right
2353 Joy Camo Top - Navy
9350 Tate Camo Pant - Navy 

2330 Justin Top - Ceil
9301 Dante Pant - Ceil 

2245 Juliet Top - Pewter
9133 Tori Pant - Pewter

2172 Jordan Top - Eggplant
9233 Tara Pant - Eggplant

Purple Label 
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Juliet Top 2245  
Modern, flattering, easy fit 
features a V-neckline, side 

knit panels, and two pockets 
with grosgrain ribbon and 

grommet details.

Tori Pant 9133
The soft yoga knit 

waistband with two-way 
stretch is designed to move 

with your body. This pant 
has a timeless, effortless 

quality that’ll make you want 
to wear it every day.

Left to Right 
Jasmin Top 2278 
A modern take on a classic, 
featuring satin ribbon V-neck, 
princess seams and zipper 
pocket, this top exudes 
elegance and simplicity.

Tanya Pant 9139
With a full-elastic waistband 
and five pockets, this style 
is made for the hardworking 
medical professional with a 
contemporary sense of style. 

Jane Top 2167 
A stylish update to the classic 
scrub top, this one features 
triple needle stitching, two 
pockets, and two-way stretch 
fabric. Plus, the Y-neck 
creates the perfect balance 
of fashion and function.

Taylor Pant 9095
This modern fit, pull-on style 
has a bootcut leg opening, 
elastic back drawstring 
waistband and side racer 
panel details. A flattering 
staple for all body types.
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Journey Top 2152 
Our new solid top is 
designed with a generous, 
modern fit, mandarin collar, 
and two welt pockets.

Toby Pant 9244
Designed to flatter, this 
modern fit jogger features 
a drawstring waistband, 
racer panel detailing, seven 
pockets, rib knit waistband 
with two-way stretch, and 
leg cuffs.

Jill Top 2320 
Stylish and functional, this 

is the ultimate utility top. 
The functional twill tape 

on the front pocket holds 
your tools, and two 

pockets (one internal and 
one external) provide 

versatile storage for 
small essentials.

Tamara Pant 9181
Achieve a clean, modern 

look with this slim pant 
featuring six pockets, 

badge D-ring detail, and 
drawstring that can be 

worn inside or out. Made 
from a super soft stretch 

fabric for ultimate comfort.
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Daisy Jacket 5063
The perfect blend of classic and contemporary: a 

flattering fit with snap closures, round neckline, knit 
cuffs, four pockets, and princess seams that are 

flattering to all figures. 

Dakota Jacket 5038
Combining style and functionality, this zip-up jacket 

features stand collar, a modern fit and two kangaroo 
pockets. It’s crafted from a two-way stretch fabric 

with triple needle princess seams and yoke.

Left to Right 
Jada Top 2321 
A tuckable V-neck top 
featuring one pocket and 
yoke back with two darts 
for added structure and a 
stylish twist. Paired with  
our Toby pant.

Jordan Top 2172
A modern, flattering top 
with mock-wrap neck and 
princess seams that create 
a perfectly fitted silhouette. 
This style features two 
pockets and two-way, 
triple-needle stretch fabric 
for all-day comfort without 
sacrificing style.

Tara Pant 9233
Designed to be luxuriously 
comfortable, with an all-
around stretch waistband 
to maintain its shape. This 
classic jogger features 
six pockets to keep you 
organized and comfy on 
the go.
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Purple Label Camo                           
  
The Healing Hands design team has  
created this amazing fabric with the  
camo design woven right into it. We  
call it a “no-print print” because it’s  
a solid color yarn in a jacquard weave.

We’ve launched the Purple Label Camo 
Collection, and now we are looking for new 
recruits. We have two new styles, just for the 
men: a V-neck top and a jogger pant that 
have a performance fit and look great.

Journey Top 2352 
Top off your look in this 

essential top – with a subtle 
camo twist (pictured here in 

our new Royal color). Designed 
with a generous, modern fit 

and mandarin collar, this style is 
a classic choice all year round. 

Includes two welt pockets.

Tate Pant 9350
Bringing the perfect amount 

of modern luxury to your 
workday wardrobe, our pant 
is crafted from soft jacquard 

four-way stretch fabric and 
comes with an elasticized hem, 

five pockets, and a quick-
drying finish to help keep you 

comfortable all day.
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Left to Right 
Jack Top 2360 

A subtle camo design for the modern 
man. This moisture wicking top is 

made of a four-way stretch fabric that 
contours to your body to keep you 

comfortable all day long.

Drew Pant 9360
A modern jogger designed for the 

man who loves to wear camo, this pant 
is made from four-way stretch fabric 
that is soft, breathable and durable. 

Features elastic waistband and ankle 
cuffs, plus six pockets – including a 
cargo pocket with logo zipper pull.

Joy Top 2353 
You’ll turn to this updated, modern 

camo top again and again. It features 
a curved V-neckline, two welt pockets, 
folded cuffs and quick drying jacquard 
fabric so you can go from the office to 

errands with ease. Paired here with 
 our Tate pants.

Destini Jacket 5030
Take on every season in this camo 

jacket, featuring a modern fit, adjustable 
back tabs, flanged detail and full knit 

lining for extra warmth. Designed with 
a camo jacquard fabric that allows for 
easy movement, this jacket is a must-
have for your work wardrobe. Paired 

here with our Tate pants.
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Left to Right 
Jonathan Jacket 5530  
The perfect combination of a 
bomber and scrubs jacket, this  
one is updated with modern 
touches like two-way stretch,  
rib knit cuffs and waistband, and 
a locking zipper pull. Features six 
pockets and D-ring detail.

Jake Top 2331 
Constructed from two-way stretch 
fabric that moves with you all day 
long and features a modern fit, 
three-pocket styling, and D-ring 
detail to hold your ID badges. 

Dante Pant 9301
Jogger pant features a 
modern fit with a four-
pocket design and elastic 
cuffs. The drawstring knit 
waistband, functional 
zipper fly front, D-ring 
detail, and two-way 
stretch fabric ensure 
you’re comfortable and 
stylish, no matter what 
the day brings. 

Justin Top 2330
A modern, polished look 

that’s comfortable enough 
to wear all day, this top has 

a modern fit and two-way 
stretch for added comfort 

and includes a pen pocket 
on one sleeve.

Daniel Pant 9300
Be ready for anything with 

a full elastic waistband, 
functional zipper fly and 

drawstring that can be 
worn inside or outside. 
Features five pockets, 

including two cargo and 
one mesh.
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It Works All Day Long.

With our HH Works collection, you’ll find 
just what you’re looking for. You work 
all day long, so you need scrubs that 
can keep up. Made from a soft blend of 
four-way stretch polyester and spandex 
to be lightweight, breathable, durable, 
and stylish. This modern fit collection 
features soft, lightweight stretch fabric 
that promotes comfort and mobility while 
quickly wicks away moisture.

HH Works will keep you comfortable and 
fashionable all day long with features and 
fit for everyone. No matter your size, we’ve 
got you covered. Finally, scrubs that are 
both functional and stylish.

Left to Right
2500 Monica Top - Navy
9575 Renee Pant - Navy

2590 Mathew Top - Caribbean
9590 Ryan Pant - Caribbean 

2530 Mariah Top - Carnation Pink
9530 Raine Pant - Carnation Pink

2500 Monica Top - Royal
9575 Renee Pant - Royal 

2525 Madison Top - Wine
9575 Renee Pant - Wine

HH Works  
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Left to Right 
Mariah Top 2530
Made for comfort, and 
featuring a modern fit and 
plenty of style, including 
three pockets and 2x2 rib 
knit at the neckline and on 
the side panels. 

Raine Pant 9530
This sleek and stylish pant 
features a contemporary fit 
and 2x2 rib knit drawstring 
waistband, plus five 
pockets and four-way 
stretch technology. 

Madison Top 2525 
Modern fit, mock-wrap neck 
top with four pockets, front 
and back princess seams, 
and four-way stretch fabric 
to keep you comfortable 
throughout the day. 

Rachel Pant 9500
A stylish fit and contrast 
athletic waistband ensure 
comfort all day long. 
Seven pockets will keep 
your belongings secure. 
Available in extended sizes.

Monica Top 2500  
Featuring a V-neck  

design and modern fit,  
this top has a four- 
pocket layout plus  

princess seams to help 
define your shape, while 

the four-way stretch  
gives you more comfort 

than ever before. 

Rebecca Pant 9560
These pants will be your 

team’s new go-to. With 
 six pockets, a locker  
loop, and full elastic  

waistband, they’ve got 
everything you need 
 and more. Available 

in extended sizes.
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Mila Top 2510 
Move freely in this V-neck maternity top, which offers a modern fit 
with two pockets and side knit at princess panel to grow with you. 

Rose Pant 9510
Features over-the-belly waistband, four-way stretch fabric, 
six pockets, and a convenient locker loop. Available in 
extended sizes.

Left to Right 
Megan Jacket 5500 
The perfect addition 
to your uniform. The 

knit cuffs and four-way 
stretch material give this 
jacket a comfortable, yet 

professional look. Available 
in extended sizes. 

Renee Pant 9575
These stretch joggers 

adapt to your active 
lifestyle, while five 
 pockets give you  

easy access to  
essentials. Available  

in extended sizes.

Fatima Top 4001
A feminine tunic  

with long sleeves  
and high V-neck,  

this top is flattering  
on all body types 

 and will keep  
you comfortable  

throughout the day. 
Features two pockets 

 and knit cuffs.
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Left to Right 
Michael Jacket 5590

Features an athletic warm-
up style with a zipper front, 

perfect for keeping cozy 
on those cool work days. 

Made from four-way stretch 
fabric for ultimate comfort 
and function, and includes 

five pockets. 

Mason Top 2591  
An essential scrubs  

top for every team, this  
one provides not only 
excellent mobility and 

shape retention, but 
also moisture wicking 

properties to keep you 
cool and dry. Features a 
one-pocket design and 

back yoke.

Mathew Top 2590 
The go-to uniform top for 
everyone on your team. 
The modern fit keeps you 
comfortable all day, while 
four-way stretch fabric 
allows for maximum mobility. 
Features four pockets, back 
yoke and locker loop. 

Ryan Pant 9590
Made from our signature 
stretch fabric, these pants 
offer a contemporary fit and 
comfort for long days in the 
office, and they also include 
six pockets, functional zipper 
fly and button closure, and 
locker loop. Available in 
extended sizes.
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Style. Comfort.
Protection. 
Our White Coat Collection is designed 
to provide the ultimate in style, comfort 
and protection. 
 
Our lab coats come in three collections: 
Minimalist, Modernist and Professional. 
The superior fit, premium fabrics and 
plethora of pockets provide an array of 
choices for everyone who needs a lab 
coat to work in.

Left to Right

Faith Coat 5053
This minimalist, mid-length coat features a 
relaxed, tailored fit that makes it easy to wear 
with any professional outfit. It also includes  
three pockets and has back princess panels.

Faye Coat 5161
This coat strikes a minimalist, full-length 
silhouette with classic notched lapels and a 
relaxed fit. The five pockets, stitched back belt 
detail and side seam pocket access slits create 
a versatile jacket that pairs well with a wide 
range of professional apparel.

Felicity Coat 5064
The relaxed, tailored fit is comfortable enough 
to move around the office, and the minimalist 
consultation length creates a sleek, flattering 
silhouette.

Fiona Coat 5101
Offers women a modernist, full-length 
interpretation of the iconic lab coat with a 
streamlined and versatile silhouette that features 
classic notched lapels and five pockets.

Flo Coat 5160
This minimalist consultation length lab coat with 
classic notched lapels is made from a twill weave 
that stretches and moves with you. It has five 
pockets for easy access to essentials.

Farrah Coat 5102
Work in style. A high-end, professional full-length 
coat made from soil resistant polyester with fluid 
barrier. In addition to a tailored fit, this one offers 
four pockets, plus updated notched lapel neck 
and a striped lining to truly set it apart. 

White Coat  
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Left to Right 
Luke Coat 5151
A minimalist full-length coat 
with a relaxed fit, featuring 
the classic notched lapels, 
logo lapel pin, pocket 
access slits at side seams, 
two-way stretch and three 
outside pockets.

Leo Coat 5150 
The minimalist, consultation 
length design features 
a classic notched lapel, 
five pockets, and two-way 
stretch fabric to allow for  
a comfortable fit. 

Left to Right 
Logan Coat 5100

This modernist mid-length 
coat features a four-way 
stretch fabric that moves 

with you. Subtle details like 
logo lapel pin and slits at 
side seams make this an 

everyday favorite.

Lyndon Coat 5103
This professional full-length 

coat features a tailored 
fit and is made from soil 

resistant polyester with fluid 
barrier. It comes with five 
pockets, classic notched 
lapel, striped lining, and 

pocket access slits 
at side seams for 

easy access.
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Melissa Top 5047 
A best-seller for a reason! It’s the 
perfect go-to tee, made from a cotton/
poly/spandex blend that makes for a 
soft and stretchy fit for ultimate comfort. 

Mackenzie Top 5051
The poly/rayon/spandex-blend fabric 
delivers a soft, luxe feel and offers a 
flattering fit for all figures. With a slit in 
its sleeve for your thumb, it can 
keep your hand warm.
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FIND THE BEST FIT FOR YOUR GROUP.
hhscrubs.com
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